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ABSTRACT

Most transgressions of environmental law in the United States are remedied with civil or administrative tools. When crimes involve significant harm or culpable conduct, criminal enforcement tools may be applied. With the importance of environmental criminal enforcement for punishing offenders and deterring future offenses, we still have little empirical
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understanding of this phenomenon in Texas. We use content analysis of 2,588 federal environmental criminal prosecutions that result from EPA criminal investigations from 1983 to 2019 and select all prosecutions occurring in Texas. Our approach allows us to explore prosecution patterns over time, examine charging and sentencing trends, and draw out the broader themes of environmental crimes prosecuted in the state. Our findings show that across 122 adjudicated cases, prosecutors obtained over $371 million in monetary penalties, roughly 483 years of probation, and 125 years of incarceration at sentencing. We find that hazardous waste crimes comprise 29% of prosecutions; water pollution crimes comprise 24% of prosecutions; air pollution crimes comprise 22% of prosecutions; and state-level crimes comprise 19% of prosecutions. This Article concludes with suggestions for bolstering the criminal enforcement apparatus through greater resources, media salience, and community policing.

I. INTRODUCTION

On March 23, 2005, an explosion at British Petroleum’s (BP) Texas City refinery rocked the facility killing fifteen workers and injuring another 180. BP pled guilty to knowing violations of the Clean Air Act (CAA) on March 12, 2009, for its actions that led to the explosion. The company paid a $50 million criminal fine, the largest ever at the time under the CAA, and settled a series of civil actions brought by the Department of Justice (DOJ), the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and the victims’ families. An examination of the company’s safety record showed Texas City was not an isolated event, as the development of a corporate

culture that prioritized revenue over safety and maintenance had become prolific.\textsuperscript{4} BP’s corporate culture and failure to invest in basic safety and maintenance protocols led to another major environmental crime affecting Texas on April 20, 2010—the blowout of the Macondo well.\textsuperscript{5} This blowout ruptured the Deepwater Horizon drilling platform and killed eleven workers, causing arguably the worst maritime environmental disaster in U.S. history.\textsuperscript{6} The record-setting result of the case: BP pled guilty to eleven counts of felony manslaughter and one count of felony obstruction because it withheld records from Congress during the subsequent investigation.\textsuperscript{7} Additionally, it pled guilty to violations of the Clean Water Act (CWA)\textsuperscript{8} and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA),\textsuperscript{9} for which it was assessed a $4 billion fine—the largest fine for an environmental crime in U.S. history.\textsuperscript{10}

\begin{enumerate}
\item Previous criminal prosecutions show a pattern of the company failing to engage in maintenance and safety by cutting corners to save costs. \textit{See United States v. BP Expl.-Alaska (BPXA), No. A99-0141 (D. Alaska Sept. 23, 1999) (EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database) (finding BP criminally liable for mixing hazardous waste with drilling mud). In this case, a $500,000 fine, sixty months of probation, and a $15 million monitoring plan were assessed at sentencing. \textit{Id.} In 2006, the Prudhoe Bay Oil Spill occurred, spilling approximately 270,000 gallons of oil. \textit{United States v. BP Expl. Alaska, No. 7-CR-125 (D. Alaska Oct. 24, 2007) (EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database). The spill caused pipeline corrosion and was attributable to improper maintenance. \textit{Id.} The company was ordered to pay $20 million in fines and restitution, a $125 special assessment fee, and serve thirty-six months of probation. \textit{Id.} BP settled the civil claims for approximately $280 million and agreed to injunctive relief, including an independent monitoring and pipeline management system. \textit{Id.} \textit{See also BP North Slope Clean Water Act Settlement, EPA,  [https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/bp-north-slope-clean-water-act-settlement] (demonstrating BP’s failure to follow the requirements under the Clean Water Act to prevent this type of spillage).}
\item \textit{Id.}
\item \textit{U.S. and Five Gulf States Reach Historic Settlement with BP to Resolve Civil Lawsuit Over Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, U.S. DEPT OF JUST. (Oct. 5, 2015), [https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/us-and-five-gulf-states-reach-historic-settlement-bp-resolve-civil-lawsuit-over-deepwater] (calculating total damages at $20.8 billion). BP was found to be grossly negligent in its actions as the operator of the rig, which exempted them from liability caps created by the Oil Pollution Control Act, passed in a response to the Exxon Valdez disaster. \textit{In re Oil Spill by the Oil Rig “Deepwater Horizon,” 21 F. Supp. 3d 657, 743 (E.D. La. 2014); see also Oil Pollution Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-380, § 1004(e), 104 Stat.}
\end{enumerate}
BP’s actions demonstrate the necessity of applying criminal enforcement tools to environmental crimes that involve significant harm and culpable conduct.\textsuperscript{11} The goals of criminal investigation and prosecution for environmental crimes are to punish environmental criminals and deter future offenses.\textsuperscript{12} Our understanding of whether criminal prosecution deters crime is generally weak, as few empirical studies have examined patterns of environmental prosecutions over time.\textsuperscript{13} This is particularly true of the State of Texas. This Article seeks to address this gap in the literature by exploring the charging and sentencing patterns across all environmental crime investigations undertaken by the EPA that led to criminal prosecutions in Texas between 1983 and 2019. Through content analysis of the EPA’s prosecutorial case studies, we can show patterns in charging and sentencing and explore broader themes that highlight the seriousness of policing efforts for environmental offenses in the state over the past thirty-seven years. This Article will explore the brief history of the evolution of the criminal enforcement of federal environmental laws before moving to a discussion of our method, analysis, and suggestions for bolstering criminal enforcement.

II. CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT TOOLS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

The evolution of criminal punishment for violations of federal law can be traced back approximately 120 years. This process first began by adding misdemeanor provisions into federal law and continued evolving until the

\textsuperscript{11} See generally Michael J. Lynch, \textit{The Sentencing/Punishment of Federal Environmental/Green Criminal Offenders, 2000–2013}, 38 \textit{DEVIANT BEHAV.} 991 (2017) (discussing the damages and punishment stemming from environmental crime and the lack of data reported on the issue).

\textsuperscript{12} For a broader discussion of criminal deterrence, see Carole M. Billiet & Sandra Rousseau, \textit{How Real is the Threat of Imprisonment for Environmental Crime?}, 57 \textit{EUR. J.L. & ECON.} 183, 195 (2014) (“We can conclude that according to current law and economic models prison sentences are needed for a variety of reasons such as deterring offenders with limited resources . . . .”); Raymond Paternoster, \textit{How Much Do We Really Know about Criminal Deterrence?}, 100 \textit{J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY} 765, 767–69 (2010) (discussing the “intellectual roots” of the theory of deterrence).

\textsuperscript{13} See Michael J. Lynch et al., \textit{The Weak Probability of Punishment for Environmental Offenses and Deterrence of Environmental Offenders: A Discussion Based on USEPA Criminal Cases, 1983–2013}, 37 \textit{DEVIANT BEHAV.} 1096, 1097, 1109 (2016) (discussing the inherent difficulty in comparing generalized study results for deterrence and how these reviews might offer a limited scope).
institutionalization of investigative and prosecutorial staff dedicated to environmental crimes in the early 1980s. The first misdemeanor provisions stemmed from the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 and the Lacey Act of 1900, which added penalties for the obstruction or dumping of waste in the navigable waters of the United States and the unpermitted interstate trade in wildlife. The present-day Environment and Natural Resources Division (ENRD) can be traced to the Public Lands Division, which was founded in 1909.

The expansion of federal environmental laws in the 1970s saw the introduction of the CAA, the CWA, and others, effectively creating additional misdemeanor provisions to federal environmental law; however, the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments—added to the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)—created the first felony provisions in federal environmental law. Today, most major federal environmental statutes contain criminal provisions with significant penalties for knowing violations of environmental law.


Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA); concurrently, the DOJ founded the Environmental Crimes Section (ECS) within the ENRD in 1982.\(^\text{18}\) The creation of these entities represented a structural shift toward the professionalization of criminal investigation and prosecution for environmental crimes at the federal level.\(^\text{19}\) By 1987, the ECS became an independent unit alongside the Environmental Enforcement Section (EES), which handles civil cases.\(^\text{20}\)

At this time, EPA criminal investigators, referred to as special agents or 1811s, required annual deputization as Special Deputy U.S. Marshals from 1984 until Congress granted them full law enforcement powers in

---


19. These trends were able to take place with a limited amount of bipartisanship in Congress to enhance punishments for environmental crimes. David M. Uhlmann, New Environmental Crimes Project Data Shows That Pollution Prosecutions Plummeted During the First Two Years of the Trump Administration 2 (Oct. 2020) (unpublished research paper) (on file with University of Michigan Law School) (considering the divergent approaches to environmental program administration and regulation by Presidents Trump and Obama). This was done under the Reagan Administration, which was openly hostile to all environmental regulations, but the enforcement regime managed to persist and grow through the Clinton years. Id. While the Trump Administration had a negative impact on environmental enforcement, the Reagan Administration was a good model for anti-environmentalism. Cally Carswell, How Reagan’s EPA Chief Paved the Way for Trump’s Assault on the Agency, NEW REPUBLIC (2017), https://newrepublic.com/article/141471/reagans-epa-chief-paved-way-trumps-assault-agency (comparing republican and democratic leadership styles on the landscape of environmental protection); Jessica Hejny, *The Trump Administration and Environmental Policy: Regan Redux*, 8 J. ENV'T STUD. & SCI. 197, 197–98 (2018) (explaining how the current political divide in environmental policy “is a far cry from the bipartisan era of environmental cooperation”). The United States Sentencing Guidelines also sought to standardize punishments for crimes of similar gravity, which affected environmental crimes as well. Mushal, supra note 14, at 1112. Even if many judges felt such crimes deserved lesser punishments, they were at least bound, in part, to these guidelines. Id. (“[T]he guidelines forced even those judges disposed toward light sentencing for environmental violations to take those crimes seriously . . . .”). The Alternative Fines Act also raised fines for many crimes and this was valuable to prosecutors who were pursuing charges against corporate officers for environmental crimes at the time. Id.

1988. Organized in 1995, the Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics, and Training (OCEFT) undertook investigative and forensics work. Currently, the EPA’s Criminal Investigation Division (CID) employs about 200 criminal investigators stationed across the United States. Criminal investigators tend to source information on environmental crimes from official documents, civil inspectors, and former employees. Investigators pursue prosecution after sufficient evidence is available and typically approach prosecutors in the ECS or the U.S. Attorney’s Office to file appropriate documentation in the district court.

III. COMPLIANCE VERSUS DETERRENCE

The first step toward establishing compliance begins with administrative or civil tools. Administrative actions may include issuing a notice of violation, an order of correction, or levying fines to bring a violator into compliance. Civil tools may include the imposition of environmental

22. Id. at 8.
27. See Memorandum from Lawrence E. Starfield, Acting Assistance Admin., to Reg’l Couns. and Deputies, Enf’t and Compliance Assurance Div. Dirs. and Deputies, and OCEA Off. Dirs. and
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monitoring or mitigation plans, administrative orders on consent, temporary or permanent injunctive relief, or the negotiation of a supplemental environmental project. In a civil case, a company may be found liable for damages or may pursue a negotiated settlement containing a consent decree that avoids liability and remedies the violation.

Criminal guilt rests on the standard of beyond a reasonable doubt, and criminal enforcement seeks to prosecute serious violations of environmental law with the goals of exacting sufficient punishment for crimes against the state and deterring future offenses. The decision to pursue criminal prosecution over civil or administrative action is strategic, as criminal prosecution is more costly, requires a higher burden of proof for guilt, and utilizes more resources. Research suggests that only about

28. See generally Memorandum from Susan Shinkman, Dir. of the Off. of Civ. Enf’t, to Reg’l Couns., Reg’l Enf’t Div. Dir., and Reg’l Enf’t Coordinators, from the Off. of Civ. Enf’t Div. Dirs. (Nov. 14, 2012) (on file with author) (defining mitigation and the role it plays in injunctive relief in civil cases); Memorandum from Robert Van Heuvelen, Dir. of the Off. of Regul. Enf’t, to Reg’l Couns., Regions I-X; Dir. of the Off. of Env’t Stewardship, Region I; Dir. of the Compliance Assurance & Enf’t, Compliance & Env’t Justice, Region VIII; and Reg’l Enf’t Coordinators, Regions I-X (Dec. 15, 1995) (providing guidance on “how penalty amounts should be pled and argued in administrative litigation”); Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPs), EPA, https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/supplemenetal-environmental-projects-seps [https://perma.cc/JMT6-ZEPP] (“SEPs are projects included as part of an enforcement settlement that provide a tangible environmental or public health benefit.”).

29. Memorandum from Lawrence E. Starfield, supra note 27.

30. A management review regarding the Division noted: “To the extent any single pattern dominates, it is the law enforcement orientation . . . .” OCEFT REVIEW, supra note 21, at ii. Congress intended to show that environmental violations were serious transgressions of the law, which could include incarceration as punishment. Mushal, supra note 14, at 1105 n.8. This provides reasoning on why criminal provisions were added to federal statutes and sets a very clear message of deterrence. Id. at 1111.

2,588 criminal prosecutions stem from the EPA-CID investigations since 1983.32

Criminal enforcement should be considered conjunctively with civil and administrative tools because regaining compliance—rather than deterrence or punishment—is the broader and preferred philosophy of environmental agencies.33 Research indicates prosecutors are motivated to pursue offenders, which tends to validate the assumption that prosecutors seek out serious crimes involving aggravating factors when targeting cases for prosecution.34 Other studies show crime severity is the best predictor of punishment severity in environmental crime prosecutions.35 The logic of deterrence is that the benefits of offending must be outweighed by the cost and the chance of being caught, and the potential penalties should be significant enough to deter rational actors from committing environmental crimes.36 The impact of deterrence is generally unknown in Texas for


33. Memorandum from Earl E. Devaney, Dir. of the Off. of Crim. Enf’t to All EPA Employees Working in or in Support of the Crim. Enf’t Program 3–4 (Jan. 12, 1994) (on file with author) (selecting cases based on compliance, punishment for wrongdoing, or deterrent effects); Mushal, supra note 14, at 1106 (finding a shift toward civil remedies due to the lower burden of proof required).

34. See Mushal, supra note 14, at 1109 (emphasizing the increased attention prosecutors pay to felony offenses).


notable reasons: a lack of analysis on (1) how many crimes are investigated, (2) which crimes are prosecuted, (3) who has been prosecuted, and (4) the penalties levied. This Article sheds light on these questions through an analysis of charging and sentencing patterns in prosecutions within the Lone Star State since 1983.

IV. DATA AND METHOD

To capture data on federal environmental investigations and prosecutions occurring in Texas, we analyzed data on the EPA-CID criminal investigations that led to prosecutions using the EPA’s Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database. The Database is an extensive source of all the division’s criminal investigations. Each case provides a case summary of the investigation and subsequent prosecution. We gathered data on all years available from 1983 to 2019 and searched for data by the EPA fiscal year (FY). This approach allowed us to collect data on all 2,588 criminal prosecutions and then select all cases occurring in Texas. This analysis yielded 122 prosecutions for the state.

We analyzed each summary and recorded the following variables: docket number; narrative summary of each case; EPA fiscal year; all major environmental statutes used in the prosecution; the presence of criminal charges, such as false statements, fraud, or obstruction in the case; the number of defendants; whether at least one company was a defendant in the prosecution; whether a defendant was charged with a state environmental crime; and total penalties assigned to all individual defendants and companies in each case. We measured penalties such as total probation in months, total incarceration in months, total community service in hours, and total monetary penalties in nominal dollars, including fines, assessments,


restitution, payments, community service fees, or any other monetary penalties assessed at sentencing.

Any limitations in our approach do not compromise the goals outlined in this Article. We cannot know the role of key actors in the case, nor is this identification germane to quantifying outcomes. We may not have captured all prosecutions, though we expect to have captured most, given it is the EPA’s official database on the subject. Environmental laws and charging statutes have changed over almost four decades, and this impacts how prosecutors use those tools. This is an important question and we saw it reflected in the data regarding prosecutorial trends; however, we need not know this information for our analysis to remain robust. Additionally, we ended our analysis in the calendar year 2019, as opposed to the fiscal year 2019.

To code the data, we had to establish coding protocols. This process progressed for four weeks using two coders during a pilot phase that analyzed a series of cases through FY 2015. Once our accuracy improved, we moved forward with coding the data. Each coder analyzed the data independently, and the lead author reviewed for discrepancies, meeting as a team to find a consensus on values. Through this approach, our inter-coder reliability for the dataset was about 95%.39

V. RESULTS

We organized our findings into three sections. In the first section, we explored general trends in prosecutions and sentencing patterns in Texas from 1983 to 2019. In the second section, we identified large penalty cases that may act as outliers and affect these broader patterns. In the final section, we organized prosecutions into general themes, based on our judgment of the crime at the center of the case, to organize and give structure to the types of environmental crimes that have been prosecuted in the state.

In Figure 1, we plotted the total number of environmental crime prosecutions annually by EPA fiscal year that occurred in Texas from 1983 to 2019. We found the first prosecution to occur in FY 1985, followed by

---

39. See OLE R. HOLSTI, CONTENT ANALYSIS FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES 140 (1969) (“A widely used coefficient of reliability is the ratio of coding agreements to the total number of coding decisions . . . .”); see also EARL R. BABBIE, THE PRACTICE OF SOCIAL RESEARCH 255 (5th ed. 1989) (“Survey research, by presenting all subjects with a standardized stimulus, goes a long way toward eliminating unreliability in observations made by the researcher.”).
two in FY 1987. Prosecutions rose to ten by FY 1995 and declined below that high point thereafter. The average number of prosecutions in the 1990s was 4.2, in 2000–2009 it was 4, and in 2010–2019 it was 3.7. The average number of prosecutions over these thirty-seven years was approximately 3.3 cases.\footnote{Because prosecutions can take multiple years, the total number completed in a single year is less representative of the severity of prosecutions in a given year than the broader trend across time. The number of prosecutions grew in the 1980s as the criminal enforcement system institutionalized, but the trends over the following decades were relatively similar in terms of total prosecutions completed.}

Figure 1. Total Environmental Crime Prosecutions Adjudicated in the State of Texas by Fiscal Year, 1983–2019.

Figure 2 charts charging and sentencing patterns from 1983 to 2019. The most common charging statute used during these thirty-seven years was the RCRA. In twenty-nine cases or about 24% of all cases, at least one defendant was charged under the RCRA. In twenty-eight cases or about 23% of cases, at least one defendant was charged under the CAA. In twenty-five cases or 20% of the overall cases, at least one defendant was charged under the CWA. We found an extensive number of cases that resulted in state-level charges and prosecutions. In about 19% of cases, EPA-CID investigations led to state-level charges. Slightly less than one in five cases focused on state-level offenses, which suggested an extensive amount of collaboration and coordination between state and federal environmental agencies when investigating and charging environmental criminals. We also found two cases prosecuted under the Toxic Substances Control Act.
(TSCA) and three prosecuted under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). 41

Figure 2. Charging Patterns in Environmental Crime Prosecutions in the State of Texas by Fiscal Year, 1983–2019.

In Figure 3, we examined patterns in non-environmental criminal charges that we found in the data. We found that in 21% of cases, at least one defendant was charged with giving false statements to investigators, submitting false reports, or falsifying documents. In 20% of cases, defendants were charged with conspiracy. In 7% of cases, at least one defendant was charged with fraud, and in 2% of cases, at least one defendant was charged with obstruction. While charging patterns here can cross cases (i.e., defendants can be charged with false statements and fraud), they showed a significant number of crimes involving criminal action beyond polluting.

Figure 3. Common Criminal Charges in Environmental Crime Prosecutions in the State of Texas by Fiscal Year, 1983–2019.

In Table 1, we explored sentencing patterns among individual and company or corporate defendants in the data. Monetary penalties were aggregated in the upper-left quadrant of the figure. We found that individual defendants were assessed over $209 million in fines, community service payments, fees, restitution, and other financial penalties. Companies were collectively sentenced to pay over $162 million in such monetary assessments. In the upper-right quadrant of the Table, we listed the total months of probation assessed to all individuals and all companies in the data. We found individuals were cumulatively sentenced to over 4,600 months of probation and companies to 1,170 months of probation. In the bottom-left quadrant, we showed that individual defendants were cumulatively sentenced to 1,513 months of incarceration in the data. In the bottom-right quadrant, we showed that the total community service hours assessed to all defendants was 10,850 hours in the data.

Table 1. Total Penalties Assessed at Sentencing in Environmental Crime Prosecutions in the State of Texas, 1983–2019.42

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monetary Penalties</th>
<th>Probation</th>
<th>Incarceration</th>
<th>Community Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$371 Million</td>
<td>483 Years</td>
<td>125 Years</td>
<td>10,850 Hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

42. Numbers in Table 1 have been rounded.
In the second section of our analysis, to develop some context for the aggregate penalty numbers, in Table 2 we examined large-penalty cases levied against corporate environmental offenders in Texas. Craven Laboratories, located in Austin, performed pesticide residue testing for pesticide manufacturers. Craven provided falsified safety analysis to over 260 manufacturers seeking EPA approval for new pesticides. The company was sentenced on December 10, 1993, to pay restitution in the amount of $3,725,055, a fine of $15,499,279, and serve sixty months of probation. Intertek Testing represented another major prosecution involving systematic laboratory fraud. The company altered the calibration of its instruments and provided false lab results to numerous companies, the EPA, and the Department of Defense. Intertek was sentenced on February 1, 2002, to forty-three months of probation, a $9 million federal fine, and agreed to an $8,741,000 civil penalty.

Koch Industries failed to install the required pollution control devices at its West Plant refinery in Corpus Christi, resulting in the release of benzene emissions into the ambient air in 1995. The company failed to report the emissions. On April 9, 2001, the company was sentenced to sixty months of probation, and ordered to pay $10 million in criminal fines and $10 million for community projects. Rowan Companies was prosecuted for routinely pumping spent hydraulic fluid from a drilling rig overboard into the Gulf of Mexico. When performing maintenance, workers would

44. Id.
45. Id.; see About the Office of Enforcement, supra note 18 (listing Craven as having completed analyses for 262 manufacturers). These five cases cumulatively resulted in almost $114 million in monetary penalties or about 31% of the total monetary penalties in the analysis. This shows there is a strong effect of outliers on the broader trends in the first section of the analysis, but still almost 70% of penalties are spread out beyond these five large penalty cases.
46. See Roger A. Novak, The Long Arm of the Lab Laws, TODAY'S CHEMIST, [discussion of the methods employed by Intertek to alter outsider perceptions].
47. United States v. Intertek Testing Serv. Env't Lab, No. 00-R-318 (N.D. Tex. Sept. 21, 2000) (EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database). The totals in Table 1 include the $8,741,000 civil penalty noted in the case summary.
49. Id.
discharge materials into the Sabine Pass. On November 10, 2007, Rowan was sentenced to thirty-six months of probation, a $5 million federal fine, and $2 million in community service payments, as well as special fees.

Table 2. Large Monetary Penalties Assessed to Corporations in Environmental Crime Prosecutions in the State of Texas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Monetary Penalty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Craven Laboratories</td>
<td>$19,224,334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Koch Industries</td>
<td>$20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Rowan Companies</td>
<td>$7,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Intertek Testing</td>
<td>$17,741,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>BP Products North America</td>
<td>$50,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database

If the larger penalties against corporations in the dataset came from laboratory fraud and violations in the petroleum industry, we found an array of large penalty incarceration sentences in Table 3 levied against individual defendants at sentencing. Wesley Ray and Sheila Putman were co-founders of Poly-Cycle Industries, a battery reclamation company. Ray and his employees engaged in the illegal disposal of hazardous wastes in and around the company’s facility. After a pretrial conference, Ray fled to Mexico and was subsequently apprehended. On August 19, 1994, Ray was sentenced to sixty months of incarceration and thirty-six months of supervised release, and Putman was sentenced to thirty months of incarceration and twenty-four months of supervised release. Similarly, Lucius, Donald, and Lionel Flanagan were collectively sentenced to 180 months of incarceration for illegally storing hazardous waste and

51. Id.
52. Id. The case summary and press release note two different amounts for the special assessment—$400 and $800. The BP cases in Table 2 reference the previously discussed Texas City Refinery explosion cases. See supra text accompanying notes 1–4.
53. These five prosecutions total fifty-six years of incarceration or roughly 45% of the total time of incarceration, showing there is a strong effect of large penalty sentences for explaining these broader trends in the analysis.
55. Id.
56. Id.
57. Id.
discharging them into Halls Bayou. The defendants were sentenced on state environmental charges.

Table 3. Large Incarceration Sentences Assessed to Individuals in Environmental Crime Prosecutions in the State of Texas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Primary Defendant</th>
<th>Months of Incarceration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Wesley Ray</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Lucius Flanagan</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Daniel Brown</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Jeffrey David Gunselman</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Philip Joseph Rivkin</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Daniel Brown and Donald Budd owned Texas Environmental Services, a laboratory that provided waste and drinking water testing reports to companies and municipalities across Texas. The defendants engaged in laboratory fraud by providing hundreds of false laboratory reports to their clients. On May 24, 1996, Brown was sentenced to twenty-four months of incarceration, thirty-six months of probation, a $10,000 fine, and 140 hours of community service. On January 6, 1997, Budd was sentenced to seventy-two months of incarceration, thirty-six months of probation, a $15,000 fine, and 140 hours of community service.

Philip Joseph Rivkin and Jeffrey David Gunselman were both prosecuted for fraudulent biodiesel production. The 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) created production credit taxes to produce biofuels. Producers would generate Renewable Identification Numbers (RINs) that could be sold on the open market, as well as claim federal tax credits. The

59. Id. (suspending all but 180 days of the incarceration of both Lucius and Lionel Flanagan).
61. Id.
62. Id.
63. Id.
66. Id.
penalties in these cases greatly explain aggregate prison sentences, total fines, and penalties assessed to individual defendants in Table 1. Rivkin, also known as Felipe Poitan Arriaga, was sentenced to 121 months of incarceration, three years of supervised release, $87 million in restitution, and ordered to forfeit $51 million from selling fraudulent biodiesel credits. Rivkin operated Green Diesel, LLC, and Fuel Streamers, LLC, and fraudulently claimed to produce fuel that never existed, generating some 60 million RINs that were sold to other producers. Jeffrey David Gunselman fraudulently claimed to produce biodiesel and received payments of approximately $41,762,236 via his company Absolute Fuels, LLC. Gunselman was sentenced on March 29, 2013, to 188 months of incarceration, and ordered to pay a $175,000 fine and $54.9 million in restitution.

In the final section of our analysis, we brought together all prosecutions in the study to explore the major themes we can define across all cases. In Table 4, we explored all cases in Texas during this period and aggregated them by—what we feel in our judgment was—the predominant theme that defined the primary crime in the case. While most cases fell within the lines of the major charging statute used (i.e., illegal discharge case charged under the CWA), often cases were charged under multiple statutes. We reviewed each case and attempted to catalog them by the primary crime that was prosecuted. Our results found that most cases fall within four primary themes, including hazardous waste, water pollution, air pollution, and state-level crimes.

Table 4. Primary Themes in Environmental Crime Prosecutions in the State of Texas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hazardous Waste Crimes</th>
<th>Water Pollution Crimes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Pollution Crimes</td>
<td>State-Level Crimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The most prevalent theme we uncovered in our data was the significance of hazardous waste prosecutions in Texas. We found that 29% of all prosecutions, or thirty-five cases, focus on hazardous waste crimes. The majority of these cases focused on one or more charges under the RCRA for illegal storage, transport, or disposal of hazardous waste. We found that about 91% of cases fall within one or more of these categories. Examples included Dile Kent McNair, prosecuted along with Martin Bruce Booth and Perfection Industries, Inc., for illegal storage of hazardous waste.71 Perfection was a metal plating company operating two plants in Terrell.72 Testing found they violated pre-treatment standards in their wastewater discharges on numerous occasions.73 The defendants were charged with mail fraud, false statements, and CWA violations.74 McNair was sentenced to 180 days of home confinement, thirty-six months of probation, and a $100 special assessment fee.75 Mantua Manufacturing was prosecuted for illegal disposal of trichloroethylene, found in twenty-one drums containing paint sludge dumped on a vacant lot in Houston and traced back to the company.76 The company was charged under the RCRA and sentenced to a $150,000 fine and $600 in court costs.77 Kathleen Cox, Herb Larsen, and Robert Curry were executives at Battery Reclamation, Inc. (BRI), a battery recycling facility in Pecos.78 The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) ordered the closure of the facility in 2004.79 An investigation in 2007 found over 7,000 tons of batteries and battery components left at the abandoned facility.80 The defendants were each
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assessed twelve months of probation for abandoning the hazardous materials.\textsuperscript{81}

The remaining cases focus on other issues related to hazardous waste. Examples included Villafam Contracting Services, which was prosecuted for submitting fraudulent invoices to the City of El Paso between April 1999 and June 2003.\textsuperscript{82} The company and its owners, Hector Villa, and Denise Villa-Aceves were charged with mail fraud and conspiracy for inflating the amounts their company charged to dispose of hazardous waste under a city contract.\textsuperscript{83} Villafam was sentenced on April 22, 2005, and ordered to pay $685,410.35 in restitution jointly with Hector Villa.\textsuperscript{84} James Neil Mayhew was prosecuted in connection with the previously discussed Intertek lab fraud case.\textsuperscript{85} Mayhew was sentenced to six months of incarceration, sixty months of probation, and a $100 special assessment fee.\textsuperscript{86} Ryan Christopher Thomas was prosecuted for falsifying shipping documents related to the transportation of hazardous waste.\textsuperscript{87} Thomas was the logistics manager at CES Environmental Services and falsely indicated three tanker trucks of wastewater originated from the company’s Houston plant when it was produced in their Port Arthur plant.\textsuperscript{88} On July 14, 2004, Thomas was sentenced to twelve months of probation and assessed a $500 fine.\textsuperscript{89}

The second major theme we unearthed in the data was that approximately 24\% of all prosecutions were related to water pollution. In twenty-nine cases, the primary crime in the prosecution resulted mostly from the illegal discharge of toxic or hazardous substances into waterways, public sewer systems, or the ocean. Examples included Fina Oil and Chemical Company, which was prosecuted for failing to implement an effective spill response program.\textsuperscript{90} The company owned a docking facility in Port Arthur, where
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petroleum products were transferred from their facility to barges.\footnote{Id.} Despite repeated warnings from the U.S. Coast Guard, the facility did not implement a solution for chronic discharges of waste into the Sabine River during their loading operations.\footnote{Id.} On October 31, 1994, the company was sentenced to thirty-six months of probation, fined $400,000, and had to implement a $2.5 million remediation plan to address spills at the facility.\footnote{Id.} Kmtex, Inc. operated an organic chemical processing company in Port Arthur, Texas.\footnote{United States v. Kmtex Inc., No. 3-CR-217 (E.D. Tex. Nov. 3, 2003) (EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database).} The company engaged in the illegal and unpermitted discharge of pollutants into the West Basin of the Intercoastal Waterway.\footnote{Id.} The company was charged with violations of the CWA and was sentenced on December 10, 2003, to pay a $50,000 fine.\footnote{Id.}

Other water pollution crimes, such as those committed by William Windham, Superintendent of Utilities in Big Spring, involved laboratory testing fraud.\footnote{United States v. Windham, No. 89-CR-1 (N.D. Tex. Oct. 2, 1989) (EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database).} Windham falsified Discharge Monitoring Reports (DMRs) to claim the Big Spring Wastewater Facility complied with its National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit.\footnote{Id.; see NPDES Permit Basics, EPA, https://www.epa.gov/npdes/npdes-permit-basics [https://perma.cc/VV95-CRF8] (discussing NPDES permits being used to regulate discharges from point sources under the CWA).} Windham was sentenced on November 27, 1989, to five months of incarceration and to pay a $125 assessment fee.\footnote{Windham, No. 89-CR-1 (EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database).} David Humphrey was the manager of Fox Testing Laboratory and he falsified reports for the City of Edinburgh, showing they complied with their discharge permit.\footnote{United States v. Humphrey, No. 95-CR-55 (S.D. Tex. Feb. 27, 1995) (EPA Summary of Criminal Prosecutions Database).} Humphrey was charged with false statements, sentenced to thirty-six months of probation, and ordered to pay a fee of $100, a fine of $1,000, and restitution to the city in the amount of $2,420.\footnote{Id.} Delbert Irvin Dake was also prosecuted for falsifying the bacteriological count in drinking water samples for five North
Texas counties. Dake was sentenced to thirty-six months of probation and a special assessment fee of $100.

In twenty-seven cases or 22% of the prosecutions in our analysis, the primary theme in the cases was related to air pollution. These cases varied, involving unpermitted emissions being released into the ambient air; the illegal abatement, removal, and disposal of asbestos in violation of the CAA Asbestos NESHAP regulations; illegal importation of CFC-12 in violation of the CAA rules; use of equipment not certified by the EPA to meet regulations; and falsifying vehicle emissions testing. Dennis Ray Alston was prosecuted for a scheme involving the importation of non-conforming emissions during a five-year exemption period under the CAA in the 1980s. Alston pled guilty to CAA violations, including false statements, and was sentenced on December 1, 1986, to six months of probation, a $24,000 fine, and restitution totaling $3,800. Juan Antonio Lopez was prosecuted for illegally importing sixty canisters of CFC-12 into the United States via the Gateway International Bridge in Brownsville. He was charged with smuggling the ozone-depleting substances into the United States, sentenced on April 19, 2000, to twenty-four months of probation, and ordered to pay a $1,000 fine and a $100 special assessment fee. Christopher Jon Baker was prosecuted for improperly conducting vapor recovery tests for companies in the Beaumont area and submitting false reports to the State of Texas. Baker was sentenced on September 19, 2000, to five months of incarceration, five months of home confinement, thirty-six months of probation, and a special assessment fee of $100. Along with his co-defendant, Dennis McKibbin, he was required to pay $22,400 in restitution.
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Areas of Texas that are non-compliant with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are considered non-attainment areas and vehicles must submit to annual emissions testing. In an extensive fraud case involving clean-scanning or substituting one vehicle for another that will not pass emissions standards, Huy Ngoc Nguyen and five co-defendants were prosecuted for running an extensive clean-scanning operation in Arlington. At Mike’s Autocare and Tommy Tech, the defendants clean-scanned some 7,656 cars between August 2009 and March 2011. The going rate for state testing was $39.75, but the defendants charged up to $80 a test to clean-scan and pass a vehicle. The defendants were charged with making false material statements under the CAA and conspiracy. Nguyen was sentenced to twelve months of probation on September 13, 2012. Four of his co-defendants were sentenced to prison.

Jonathan Isaac Shokrian was prosecuted for improper asbestos abatement at Fazio’s Department Store in the Plymouth Park Shopping Center in Irving. Workers were not given sufficient equipment to protect themselves and were not informed there was asbestos material involved in the demolition. None of the commercial tenants were notified of the demolition work. Workers used gasoline to remove floor tiles containing asbestos and the Irving Fire Department evacuated the shopping center and part of the nearby neighborhood. The defendant was charged with violations of the CAA, sentenced to twelve months and one day of incarceration, and ordered to pay a $25,000 fine.

---
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Company operated a large foundry for manufacturing iron pipes and castings.\textsuperscript{123} The company modified one of its facilities but did not apply to the TCEQ for permission to make the alteration.\textsuperscript{124} Applying for a permit would have required coming under the prevention of significant deterioration standards (PSD) and using the best available control technology (BACT) in the construction of the facility.\textsuperscript{125} Rather than apply for a Title V Permit, Tyler concealed the construction from investigators and connected it to an old pollution control device.\textsuperscript{126} The company was charged under the CAA for making false statements and was sentenced to sixty months of probation, a $4.5 million fine, and mandatory compliance with an EPA Region 6 compliance plan.\textsuperscript{127}

In 19\% of prosecutions, or twenty-three cases, the prosecution ultimately focused on state-level offenses. Given these investigations and that prosecutions in our dataset hinge on the EPA-CID investigations, this trend showed a significant number of cases involving state and federal cooperation on environmental crime cases. These cases represent a range of crimes. For example, on April 13, 2005, investigators on patrol in the Houston Ship Channel noticed that workers at Southwest Shipyard were painting a barge with no protections to keep the paint and waste from discharging into the channel.\textsuperscript{128} Workers were also sandblasting the vessel without protection, thus illegally discharging pollutants into the waters.\textsuperscript{129} The company was charged with state environmental violations and was ordered to pay a $300,000 fine and $50,000 in restitution to the State of Texas and Harris County.\textsuperscript{130} The Gulf Chemical and Metallurgical Corporation, located in Freeport, was prosecuted for illegal discharges under state law.\textsuperscript{131} The Criminal Investigation Unit of the TCEQ communicated to the EPA-CID that the company was keeping two sets of
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sampling data—one that went to regulators and a more accurate one that showed the company was violating its permit.\textsuperscript{132} On February 2, 2010, a state search warrant was executed by TCEQ, EPA-CID, Texas Parks and Wildlife, and the Houston Police Department.\textsuperscript{133} On May 27, 2010, the company pled guilty and was ordered to pay a $2,750,000 state fine.\textsuperscript{134}

Eight prosecutions defied our four-part categorization in Table 4. Two were the biodiesel fraud cases, discussed previously against Philip Joseph Rivkin and Jeffrey David Gunselman, and the lab fraud case against Craven Laboratories. Of the remaining five cases, George Timothy Mercier was prosecuted for understating the amount of lead used by Gulf States Oil during the CAA’s lead phase-down regulations.\textsuperscript{135} Mercier was charged with conspiracy, false statements, and violations of the CAA, was fined $15,000, and sentenced to thirty-five days of incarceration on each of the five counts to run concurrently.\textsuperscript{136} Yousef Ishaq Abuteir was prosecuted for running a fuel excise tax scheme.\textsuperscript{137} He pled guilty to conspiracy on April 14, 2008, but fled to Israel and remained a fugitive for eight years.\textsuperscript{138} The defendant was later arrested and sentenced on February 24, 2016, to sixty months of incarceration and ordered to pay $3,328,459 in restitution.\textsuperscript{139} Allen Smith was prosecuted and sentenced to thirty-seven months of incarceration, $867,150 in restitution, and made to forfeit $42,269 for trafficking in pet products with counterfeit labels.\textsuperscript{140} Smith sold over $1 million worth of counterfeit veterinary products under the Frontline, Frontline Plus, Advantage, and K9 Advantage labels.\textsuperscript{141} Christopher Martin was also prosecuted for selling counterfeit veterinary products and was sentenced to forty-seven months of incarceration and ordered to pay $867,150, severally with other defendants, for his role in the scheme.\textsuperscript{142} Both Martin and Allen
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were part of one of the largest groups of illegal importers of counterfeit pet products into the country at the time, engaging in smuggling between January 2008 and July 2015.\textsuperscript{143} John Purviance used a restricted-use pesticide in Bowie County to kill feral hogs.\textsuperscript{144} The mixture was also consumed by migratory birds.\textsuperscript{145} On July 6, 2017, Purvance pled guilty to unlawful use of a restricted pesticide (FIFRA), and illegal taking of migratory birds,\textsuperscript{146} a violation under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.\textsuperscript{147} The defendant was fined $2,375 and ordered to pay $4,198 in restitution.\textsuperscript{148}

VI. \textbf{DISCUSSION}

Our analysis of environmental crime prosecutions that have taken place in Texas since the environmental criminal enforcement apparatus was institutionalized at the federal level, has yielded several important insights. The first is that prosecutors were willing and able to pursue significant penalties against offenders. We found over $371 million in monetary penalties assessed to defendants at sentencing, as well as 483 years of probation, and 125 years of incarceration. Given the resources of environmental law enforcement personnel, these totals can be seen as significant achievements. Yet these totals were affected by outliers. The five largest monetary penalties made up about 31\% of total penalties assessed at sentencing. The five largest incarceration sentences made up about 45\% of total incarceration assessed at sentencing.

We found that themes in prosecutions show that investigators sought out an even distribution of cases over time. Hazardous waste crimes were the most prevalent at 29\% of total prosecutions. Water pollution crimes made up 24\% of prosecutions. Air pollution crimes accounted for 22\% of prosecutions, and 19\% of prosecutions were for state-level offenses. Our data also suggested there was a significant amount of cooperation with state environmental agencies and prosecutors, given the large number of cases that were deferred for state prosecution. This finding showed the role, albeit
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indirectly, that these state-level criminal investigators and prosecutors played in enforcing environmental laws in the state.\textsuperscript{149}

Another empirical conclusion we drew in our analysis was that concerns over excessive prosecutions and penalties do not appear to be borne out in our analysis.\textsuperscript{150} While difficult to capture empirically, we can examine cases to explore for criminal offenses, such as false statements, fraud, conspiracy, smuggling, or obstruction to analyze whether cases seem to demonstrate aggravating factors, intent, or other criminal behaviors. We found that fifty prosecutions or about 41\% of all cases in our analysis, showed that a defendant was charged with one or more of these crimes. This finding is consistent with other research demonstrating the role of aggravating factors and crime severity in case selection and punishment outcomes.\textsuperscript{151}

\section*{VII. CONCLUSION}

The State of Texas has a broad, diversified economy that includes a significant number of stationary sources of pollution.\textsuperscript{152} While much of the environmental law at the state and federal level is permitted and enforced by the TCEQ, chronic, serious, and willful violations of federal environmental law require criminal enforcement tools.\textsuperscript{153} If criminal enforcement is predicated on punishment and deterrence, and the latter requires sufficient policing and prosecution of environmental crimes, then Texas may have a serious problem policing polluters (although the polluters may feel otherwise). With the number of prosecutions below four annually,
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the chance of being prosecuted is sufficiently low—suggesting a suboptimal amount of deterrence occurring in the Lone Star State.154

To remedy this lack of enforcement, the state must start with additional police patrols.155 The statutory minimum number of EPA-CID criminal investigators should number 200,156 but the number has fallen well below that mark over the past decade.157 There cannot be a robust environmental law enforcement presence with so few agents. While it is true that the EPA’s criminal prosecutors have always intended to make strategic choices on prosecution with limited resources, their ever-growing mandate with shrinking or stagnant resources is not the proper way forward.158

The need for added resources at the federal level is evident after a quick review of the budgetary situation for the EPA and the ENRD over time. The EPA’s budget, adjusted for inflation, peaked at $17 billion in 1980.159 Despite an increase in budgetary support between 2009 and 2010 from the Obama Administration, substantive increases have been lacking over time and the budget has remained stagnant.160 By the time of the 2009 financial crisis, staffing at the EPA had been declining for a decade, from a peak of 18,110 in 1999, to a trough of 14,172 during the Trump Administration.161 The ENRD’s budget had also stagnated,162 The FY 2022 enacted budget committed $9.5 billion in funding and 14,581 staff, which is not terribly...
significant. The ENRD’s budget appropriation of $130 million is lacking. Without enhanced funding, environmental law enforcement agencies will lack the ability to police and prosecute environmental criminals as needed now and in the future. The Biden Administration has committed to “leverage all available legal tools to secure protections for communities that have been overburdened by pollution and environmental injustices.” Eventually, carbon emissions will play more and more into the enforcement scheme, which is a plus on both fronts, but a collective negative, if funding is not enhanced for core functions.

In addition to resources to enhance formal policing, this Article suggests taking seriously the idea of enhanced environmental community policing. Texas hosts a significant number of stationary sources of pollution near environmental justice communities. While the EPA’s Office of Environmental Justice (OEJ) is tasked with including these communities in decision-making, as well as providing small grants to study health effects, the EPA could do much more. One such move would simply be to empower citizens to gather evidence and submit it to investigators at both the EPA and the TCEQ. The Report a Violation website created by the EPA resulted in the EPA-CID opening thirty-five cases and referring six of those cases for successful prosecution in the first decade the site went live; this could be expanded.

A final problem with enhancing the effect of criminal enforcement tools is the lack of salience attached to their importance. Environmental crimes
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rarely receive extensive coverage by the mass media unless there is an explosion or multiple casualties.\textsuperscript{169} If the public cannot see environmental crimes as serious crimes and the media does not portray them as such in a concerted and significant manner, there is little reason for Congress to put additional resources towards criminal punishment for serious environmental offenses. In the era of climate change, the EPA will be hard-pressed to achieve the outcomes needed in carbon reductions if it cannot enforce the law against environmental criminals. The costs of these regulations will likely prove just as significant or worse to companies and individuals than what they currently face in the regulatory environment. This situation is ripe for raising the value of polluting versus the chance of being caught, as well as the probability of offending.